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Q
Any chance you could relocate this project elsewhere in the vicinity? Maybe in front of Lowes? We just had the applic
ation for the Queensborough mall to have capacity for wine/distillery and restaurants. We want the space to be for tha
t.

A Publicly Answered

Thank you for your question regarding the proposed development at 805 Boyd Street. In terms of siting, the applicant 
is proposing to locate the self-storage facility on a portion of their own existing Queensborough Landing Shopping Ce
ntre site rather than on a different property. Their other application for the proposed expansion of permitted land uses 
is intended to diversify the rest of the Queensborough Landing site and help address vacancies by attracting new ten
ants and businesses.

Q
New West is a small city and land is a precious commodity. A storage unit that one can only realistically drive to is not
the best use of existing land. Given our housing crisis, every little bit of additional housing helps. Is there anything pre
venting this from being a taller building with apartments above and a self storage business in the bottom few floors? R
esidents of such an apartment complex would benefit from easy access to shopping and restaurants at Queensborou
gh Landing. They could also conceivably be long-time customers of the self-storage facility due to the ease of access.
This is not an unheard of idea and it is something that has been explored in recent past in Canada: https://urbantoront
o.ca/news/2019/08/self-storage-office-condo-proposal-altered-latest-submission.38492

A Publicly Answered

Thank you for taking the time to provide feedback regarding the proposed development at 805 Boyd Street. In terms o
f land uses, the site’s current land use designation (Queensborough Commercial (QC)) and the proposed designation 
for the parcel to be subdivided (Queensborough Mixed Employment (QME)) are not intended for mixed residential us
es. In the Queensborough Community Plan (QCP), the site is also considered to be part of Queensborough’s busines
s node. Medium/higher density residential uses are captured under other designations of the QCP, such as Mixed Us
e - Low Rise (ML) and Residential - Multiple Unit Buildings (RM).
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Q
How does this add to the value of Queensborough? This is so sad for the community. Should be transforming the
landing into buildings with residential above commercial. Like NewPort Village in PoCo. Now there will be lots of vehic
le traffic, and large moving trucks constantly flowing beside the biggest infant to preschool Daycare facility in QB.
With the fast growing community, it takes out any opportunity for the daycare to expand its facilities in the future. Inste
ad of investing in the two things New West needs: Housing, and daycare. We are instead using QB as the cash cow o
f the city. And putting, of all things, a giant storage facility in the middle of what should be the next large scale commu
nity project in New West. What a shame the leaders of this city is doing to Queensborough.

A Privately Answered

Thank you for your feedback on the proposed development. All of the feedback received will be summarized and inclu
ded in an upcoming report to Council as part of their consideration of the project. The overall site’s land use designatio
n (Queensborough Commercial (QC)) and the proposed designation for the parcel to be subdivided (Queensborough 
Mixed Employment (QME)) do not allow for residential uses. Under the Queensborough Community Plan, lands with 
designations allowing for residential or mixed-commercial/residential buildings are predominately located south of Hig
hway 91A.As the project’s proposed land use designation and zoning amendments would only apply to the parcel con
taining the proposed self-storage building, the rest of the larger Queensborough Landing site would remain zoned as 
Large Format Commercial (C-10), which permits child care along with other retail and associated office and business 
park uses.

Q
This is going beside the largest daycare provider in Queensborough. This removes any possibility of them expanding t
o support the rapidly growing community. And creates heavy in/out traffic of cars and commercial trucks directly in fro
nt of hundreds of young children aged 0-5. Can't this be considered for a different location in the existing shopping ce
ntre? Not the one corner where young children are constantly walking outside throughout the day with their classes? It
's really disappointing that the city is even considering this plan.

A Privately Answered

Thank you for taking the time to provide feedback on the proposal, which will be summarized in a forthcoming report t
o Council for their review and consideration. In terms of location, the applicant is proposing the self-storage building to
replace a portion of commercial retail space that is currently vacant. From a traffic perspective, based on the applicant
’s parking and trip generation analysis, the proposed change to self-storage use from the current shopping centre use 
for the building portion proposed to be demolished would result in an overall decrease in the number of vehicle trips a
nd traffic volume generated.
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Q
Thank you for your previous response. The QCP was written in 2014 and amended a few times after that (please corr
ect me if I am wrong here). A lot has changed in the last 9 years, including the vastly increased pressure on existing h
ousing stock. Based on what you said, it seems like we treating these land use designations as set in stone. What is 
more egregious is that the same QCP document shows what looks like 50% of the land in Queensborough to be zone
d for "Residential - Low Density". This leads me to a few questions: 1. Is there a plan in the works to revisit the land u
se designations in Queensborough? If so, what is the timeline for it? 2. This project, once built, will likely be around fo
r several decades. Given the long term impact of the use of precious land, why not provide an exemption or variance f
rom the zoning to slightly alleviate the pressure on the housing stock? 3. Alternatively, why not use the existing
"Mixed Use - Low Rise" designation instead of QME so that this redevelopment would also include housing? I genuine
ly appreciate the seriousness with which the current city council is treating the housing crisis. However, their priorities 
don't seem to be reflected in projects like these.

A Privately Answered

Thank you for your feedback. The Queensborough Community Plan is intended to guide long term community growth 
and while it has a long range focus, it is not ‘set in stone’ and occasionally needs to be revised to respond changing tr
ends, even outside of overall updates. The Queensborough Community Plan includes analyses which
evaluates/compares residential density as anticipated in the Land Use Designation Map against population projection
s. The analysis in the plan confirms that the Land Use Designation Map embodies enough capacity to provide homes 
for the 14,825 residents projected in Queensborough by 2041. Although there is currently no timeframe for an overall 
update of the Queensborough Plan, these analyses are refreshed during these overall updates, in consultation with th
e community and as part of a comprehensive review of flooding and other natural hazard infrastructure.

Q
What store is replacing Lowes? And when is Foody World going to open?

A Privately Answered

Thank you for reaching out to us and for your questions – in terms of the former Lowe’s, it is located on a different pro
perty than the Queensborough Landing subject site, and we do not have information regarding its future plans at this t
ime. For enquiries related to the status of proposed retail stores within Queensborough Landing, it would be best to re
ach out to SmartCentres for further information.
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Q
There is an existing storage facility situated in front of the proposed location for the new storage. Therefore, it might b
e more beneficial to the community to consider an alternative business instead of another warehouse. The residents o
f the area are concerned about the increased traffic and the potential for businesses that do not add value to the
neighborhood. Since the land in Queensborough is limited, exploring other options could be a better approach.

A Publicly Answered

Thank you for taking the time to provide feedback regarding the proposed development at 805 Boyd Street. The Quee
nsborough Landing site is home to a number of commercial businesses, including restaurants, grocery stores, retail st
ores, and other services. The proposal is to subdivide and rezone a 1.09 acre parcel from the larger 37.76 acre site,
leaving the majority of the remaining parcel available for a variety of commercial uses. The proposed self-storage facil
ity would support the viability of the Queensborough Landing site, which has been challenged with vacancies since be
fore the pandemic. In terms of traffic, based on information provided to Transportation Division staff, the number of ve
hicle trips generated by a self-storage use is anticipated to be fewer compared to a shopping centre use,
representing an overall decrease in peak hour traffic volume.
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